C10a Cube Speaker

M10a Stage Monitor

The C10 and M10 series loudspeakers are for professional
applications where demanding situations exist. The loudspeaker
possesses characteristics inherent to loudspeakers costing many
times more. These characteristics include an extra heavy duty
crossover network, high quality heavy duty components, and
excellent fidelity.
These loudspeakers are happy installed or on the road. The
dispersion and frequency response make them perfect for critical
applications while the SPL abilities give these speakers the power
to overcome background noise.
The sealed cabinet provides very clear deep bass response that
isn’t boomy sounding. High end response is both crisp and hifidelity while the midrange has the transient clarity of a studio
monitor. The M10a makes a great floor monitor for recording
studios and the C10a provides many clubs, churches and
auditoriums with full-range audio power.
The construction technique is the same as all other Rexroat Sound
products. 13 ply Baltic Birch, screws & glue, heavy duty grill
(62% open area, 16 gauge), and a custom-specified heavy duty
finish.
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Proprietary 10” coaxial transducer
Point source imaging
1” B&C Italian high frequency driver
Sealed cabinet that provides deep
smooth bass response
Tight conical dispersion pattern:
 Good for long throws and
reverberant environments
 Excellent clarity and imaging
High SPL output:
 122 dB long term (continuous)
 127 dB maximum
High Fidelity / Low Distortion sound
Ceiling mount bracket or fly points
included (C10a)
Custom colors and finishes
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Efficiency:

99dB 1W/1m

Power handling:

200 Watts Continuous Noise
400 Watts Nominal Program

Usable range:

35Hz - 23Khz

Low-frequency:

Proprietary 10” with aluminum coaxial horn

High-frequency:

1” B&C compression driver

Crossover:

4Khz 12dB/oct. with phase correction

SPL output:

122dB continuous, 127dB peak

Dispersion:

-6dB @ 70 degrees

Input Jacks:

Dual NL4

Hardware:

C10a – 3 fly points or ceiling mount
M10a – 4 rubber feet

Weight:

33 lbs

Dimensions:

C10a – (HWD) 11 7/8” x 13” x 15”
M10a – (HWD) 10 1/8” x 13” x 14 3/8”
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